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A direct approach to derive dependence properties among components of multi-
dimensional stochastic processes has been discussed by N. Ebrahimi (1994, J. Mul-
tivariate Anal. 50, 55–67). Dependence properties among hitting times involving
multi-dimensional stochastic processes has been initiated by N. Ebrahimi (1987,
J. Appl. Probab. 24, 115–122) and explored further by N. Ebrahimi and
T. Ramalingham (1988, J. Appl. Probab. 25, 355–362; 1989, J. Appl. Probab. 26,
287–295). Let X(t)=(X1(t), ..., Xk(t)) be an Ito process assuming values in Rk. In
this article, under certain conditions, we show that the process X(t) has a certain
dependence structure. We also consider the first passage problem involving X(t)
and discuss the dependence structure among hitting times of X1(t), ..., and Xk(t).
© 2001 Elsevier Science (USA)
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 90B25; 60K10; 62N05.
Key words and phrases: multi-dimensional Ito processes; hitting times; PQD;
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this article we study the dependence structure of an Ito process in k
dimensions that has a state space Rk. Let X(t)=(X1(t), ..., Xk(t)), t \ 0,
represent the sample function of this process. For notational simplicity, the
statements and the proofs of our results are given in the bivariate case,
k=2. Multivariate generalizations are straightforward and do not require
any new concepts.
Let B(t, w)=(B1(t, w), ..., Bm(t, w)) denote m-dimensional Brownian
motion with the transition probability density function
p(t, x, y)=(2pt)−m/2 exp(−|x−y|2/2t), (1.1)
for x, y ¥ Rm, t > 0. Then, a 2-dimensional Ito process is defined by
dX1(t)=u1(t, X(t))+C
m
j=1
V1j(t, X(t)) dBj(t)
dX2(t)=u2(t, X(t))+C
m
j=1
V2j(t, X(t)) dBj(t),
(1.2)
where ui’s and Vij’s satisfy the following conditions:
P 5F t
0
|ui(s, w)| ds <. for all t \ 06=1, i=1, 2, and
P 5F t
0
V2ij(s, w) ds <. for all t \ 06=1, i=1, 2, j=1, ..., m.
For more details about Ito process see Øksendal (1998). Throughout this
paper we assume that ui and Vij, i=1, 2, j=1, ..., m are free from X(t).
At first it would seem that the study of the dependence structure of the
process X(t)=(X1(t), X2(t)) and corresponding hitting times are little
more than mathematically interesting exercises. However, the study was
actually motivated by an application of current importance, namely,
modeling failure time of a system. In many real life situations, the failure
time of a system is described by a finite number of characteristics varying
continuously. For example the failure time of a fuselage of an aircraft can
be described by continuously varying characteristics such as temperature,
pressure etc. The model (1.2) covers a broad class of non-linear continuous
time models and many physical phenomena are either well approximated
or reasonably can be modeled by these equations. See Karlin and Taylor
(1981).
For simplicity of exposition, we use reliability terminology in this article,
where T is the failure time of a system, X1(t) and X2(t) are the factors that
affect T. We emphasize that the results obtained in this paper can be
applied to other areas as well.
Suppose that we are given a two dimensional stochastic vector process
{X(t)=(X1(t), X2(t)); t \ 0}, where X1(t) and X2(t) satisfy the equation
(1.2). The state space of X(t) is R2. For any states ai ¥ R, i=1, 2, define
the random times
Ti(ai)=Inf{t: 0 [ t [., Xi(t) \ ai}. (1.3)
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In other words Ti(ai) is the hitting time that the ith component process
Xi(t) reaches or goes above ai. The stochastic process {Ti(a); a ¥ R} will be
referred to as the hitting process of Xi(t), i=1, 2. In this setting, the failure
time T, is given by
T=Min(T1(a1), T2(a2)), (1.4)
where a1 and a2 are known thresholds.
From (1.4), the system’s reliability is
F¯(t; x1, x2)=P(T > t | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2)
=P(T1(a1) > t, T2(a2) > t | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2)). (1.5)
The goal of this paper is to derive results for dependent structure of
X(t)=(X1(t), X2(t)) as well as (T1(a1), T2(a2)). Here we will obtain results
about positive dependence. However, similar results can also be derived for
negative dependence. A reason for concentrating on the positive depen-
dence is that for example if one knows T1(a1) and T2(a2) are positively
quadrant dependent (PQD), see the next section for the definition of PQD,
then the reliability of a system F¯(t; x1, x2) \<2i=1 P(Ti(ai) > t | X1(0)=
x1, X2(0)=x2)). Now, suppose it is desirable or necessary to check
whether or not the reliability meets a given specification when P(Ti(ai)
> t | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2)), i=1, 2, are known. If a lower bound in the
foregoing already meets or exceeds the specification, then one knows for
sure that the system meets the specification. Such conclusions are gratifying
particularly, when the evaluation of the reliability of a complex system
directly is not always feasible.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we study the posi-
tive dependence structure of the process X(t). In Section 3, we concentrate
on the positive dependence structure of hitting times.
2. POSITIVE DEPENDENT STRUCTURE OF X(t)
We start with the following definitions:
Definition 2.1. The processes {X1(t); t \ 0} and {X2(t); t \ 0} are
positively quadrant dependent (PQD) if
P(X1(t1) > y1, X2(t2) > y2 | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2)
\ P(X1(t1) > y1 | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2),
×P(X2(t2) > y2 | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2),
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for all yi ¥ R, ti \ 0, i=1, 2, and x1, x2 ¥ R. Also, the hitting times T1(a1)
and T2(a2) are PQD if
P(T1(a1) > t1, T2(a2) > t2 | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2)
\ P(T1(a1) > t1 | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2)
×P(T2(a2) > t2 | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2),
for every ai ¥ R, ti \ 0, i=1, 2 and x1, x2 ¥ R.
Definition 2.2. The processes {X1(t); t \ 0} and {X2(t); t \ 0} are
associated if
Cov(f(X1(t1), X2(t2)), g(X1(t1), X2(t2)) | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2)) \ 0,
for all non-decreasing real valued functions f and g such that the covari-
ance exists, all t1, t2 \ 0, and all x1, x2 ¥ R. Note that (X1(t), X2(t)) asso-
ciated implies X1(t) and X2(t) are PQD. Also, we say the hitting times are
associated if Cov(f(T1(a1), T2(a2)), g(T1(a1), T2(a2)) | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)
=x2)) \ 0 for all non-decreasing functions f and g such that the covari-
ance exists, all a1, a2 ¥ R and all x1, x2 ¥ R.
For more details about the above definitions see Ebrahimi (1995).
To prove our main results we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. Define two processes Z1(t)=;mj=1 V1j(t) Bj(t) and Z2(t)=
;mj=1 V2j(t) Bj(t). If ;mj=1 V1j(t1) V2j(t2) \ 0 for any t1 and t2, then Z1(t) and
Z2(t) are associated .
Proof. Given that Zi(0)=zi, i=1, 2, for t1, t2 \ 0 we need to show
that
Cov(f(Z1(t1), Z2(t2)), g(Z1(t1), Z2(t2)) \ 0.
It is clear that Z1(t1), Z2(t2) is Bivariate normal with E(Z1(t1))=
E(Z2(t2))=0, Var(Z1(t1))=;mj=1 V21j(t1), Var(Z2(t2))=;mj=1 V22j(t2), and
Cov(Z1(t1), Z2(t2))=C
m
j=1
V1j(t1) V2j(t2) Cov(Bj(t1), Bj(t2))
=1 Cm
j=1
V1j(t1) V2j(t2)2 min(t1, t2).
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Now the result follows from the assumption and the result from Barlow
and Proschan (1981, p. 141).
Lemma 2. If 0 [ a [ b and 0 [ c [ d. Then,
|a−d|+|b−c| \ |b−d|+|a−c|.
The proof is straightforward by considering six cases.
Suppose for a given j,
Vij(t)=C
.
k=0
aijkI(gijk [ t < gij(k+1)), i=1, 2, j=1, ..., m, (2.1)
where
0=gij0 < gij1 < gij2 · · · < gijk < gij(k+1) < · · · ,
I(Ak(x))=˛1, x ¥ Ak
0, x ¨ Ak
, k=0, 1, 2, ..., and
Ak={t: gijk [ t < gij(k+1)}, k=0, 1, ...
Now, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3. For a given j, j=1, ..., m, under the model (2.1), > t10 V1j(s)
dBj(s) and > t20 V2j(s) dBj(s) are associated if a1ja1a2ja2 \ 0, a1, a2=0, 1, 2, ... .
Proof. For simplicity, we take j=1. It is clear that
F t1
0
V11(s) dB1(s)=F
t1
0
C
.
k=0
a11kI(g11k [ s < g11(k+1)) dB1(s)
=C
n−1
a=0
a11a(B1(g11(a+1))−B1(g11a))+a11n[B1(t1)−B1(g11n)],
where g11n [ t1 < g11(n+1). Similarly,
F t2
0
V21(s) dB1(s)=C
m−1
a=0
a21a(B1(g21(a+1))−B1(g21a))+a21m[B1(t2)−B1(g21m)],
where g21m [ t2 < g21(m+1). Thus,
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Cov 1F t1
0
V11(s) dB1(s), F
t2
0
V21(s) dB2(s)2
= C
n−1
a1=0
C
m−1
a2=0
a11a1a21a2[min(g11(a1+1), g21(a2+1))+min(g11a1 , a21a2 )
−min(g11a1 , g21(a2+1))−min(g11(a1+1), g21a2 )]
+a11na21m[min(t1, t2)+min(g11n, g21m)−min(t1, g21m)−min(t2, g11n)]
+a11n C
m−1
a=0
a21a[min(t1, g21(a+1))+min(g21a, g11n)
−min(t1, g21a)−min(g21(a+1), g11n)]
+a21m C
n−1
a=0
a11a[min(t2, g11(a+1))+min(g11a, g21m)
−min(g11(a+1), g21m)−min(t2, g11a)] \ 0
The inequality comes from the fact that, using Lemma (2),
[min(g11(a1+1), g21(a2+1))+min(g11a1 , g21a2 )
−min(g11a1 , g21(a2+1))−min(g11(a1+1), g21a2 )]
=12 [|g11a1 −g21(a2+1) |+|g11(a1+1)−g21a2 |
− |g11(a1+1)−g21(a2+1) |− |g11a1 −g21a2 |] \ 0,
min(t1, t2)+min(g11n, g21m)
−min(t1, g21m)−min(t2, g11n) \ 0,
min(t1, g21(a+1))+min(g21a, g11n)−min(t1, g21a)
−min(g21(a+1), g11n) \ 0,
min(t2, g11(a+1))+min(g11a, g21m)−min(g11(a+1), g21m)
−min(t2, g11a) \ 0,
and the assumption. Now the result follows from Barlow and Proschan
(1981, p. 141).
Lemma 4. For a given j, > t10 V1j(s) dBj(s) and > t20 V2j(s) dBj(s) are asso-
ciated if
V1j(w1) V2j(w2) \ 0, for w1, w2 \ 0.
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Proof. The Ito integrals, > t10 V1j dBj(s) and > t20 V2j(s) dBj(s) can be
written as
lim
nQ.
C
n
a=0
V1j(s1ja)[Bj(s1j(a+1))−Bj(s2ja)], 0=s1j1 < · · · < s1jn < t1 and
lim
nQ.
C
n
a=0
V2j(s2ja)[Bj(s2j(a+1))−Bj(s2ja)], 0=s2j0 < s2j1 < · · · < s2jn < t2,
respectively. (See Øksendal (1998, p. 39).) Now following similar arguments
as in Lemma 3 and using the fact that if (Xn, Yn) is associated and if
(Xn, Yn) converges to (X, Y), then (X, Y) is also associated we get the
result.
Now, we are ready to prove our main results.
Theorem 1. If (a) Vij(t), i=1, 2, j=1, ..., m are free from t and (b)
;mj=1 V1jV2j \ 0. Then, X1(t) and X2(t) are associated.
Proof. For simplicity we take m=2. It is clear from the equation (1.2)
that
cov(f(X1(t1), X2(t2)), g(X1(t1), X2(t2)) | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2)
=cov(f(x1+U1(t1)+V11B1(t1)+V12B2(t1), x2+U2(t2)
+V21B1(t2)+V22B2(t2)), g(x1+U1(t1)
+V11B1(t1)+V12B2(t1), x2+U2(t2)+V21B1(t2)
+V22B2(x2)) \ 0,
where Ui(t1)=> t10 ui(s) ds, i=1, 2. The last inequality comes from Lemma 1.
Now the result follows from Barlow and Proschan (1981, p. 141).
Theorem 2. Under the model (2.1), if a1ja1a2ja2 \ 0, a1, a2=0, 1, 2, ...,
j=1, ..., m. Then X1(t) and X2(t) are associated.
Proof. Use Lemma 3 and the result from Ebrahimi (1994, p. 59,
part (d)).
Theorem 3. If V1j(w1) V2j(w2) \ 0 for w1, w2 \ 0, j=1, ..., m, then X1(t)
and X2(t) are associated.
Proof. Use Lemma 4 and the result from Ebrahimi (1994, p. 59, part (d)).
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3. POSITIVE DEPENDENT STRUCTURE OF T1(a1) AND T2(a2)
In this section we prove results that help us to identify positive depen-
dence among T1(a1) and T2(a2). To avoid complexity, we will assume that
t ¥ {1, 2, ..., } instead of t ¥ [0,.]. However, since (X1(t), X2(t)) has con-
tinuous sample paths, and since [0, t1], [0, t2] are compact sets one can use
limiting arguments to prove the results for t ¥ [0,.). (See Rudin (1976).)
Theorem 4. If (a) Vij(t)=Vij, i=1, 2, j=1, ..., m and (b) ;mj=1 V1jV2j \ 0.
Then, T1(a1) and T2(a2) are PQD.
Proof. It is clear that
P(T1(a1) > t1, T2(a2) > t2 | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2)
=P( max
0 [ a [ [t1]
X1(a) < a1, max
0 [ a [ [t2]
X2(a) < a2 | X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2),
where [b] is the largest integer less than or equal b,
=P 1 max
0 [ a [ [t1]
1U1(a)+Cm
j=1
V1jBj(a)2 < a1−x1,
max
0 [ a [ [t1]
1U2(a)+Cm
j=1
V2jBj(a)2 < a2−x2 : X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2 2
=P 1U1(1)+Cm
j=1
V1jBj(1) < a1−x1, ..., U1([t1])+C
m
j=1
V1jBj[t1] < a1−x1,
U2(1)+C
m
j=1
V2jBj(1) < a2−x2, ..., U2([t2])
+C
m
j=1
V2jBj[t2] < a2−x2 : X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2 2 . (3.1)
Since the covariance between any two components in (3.1) are non-
negative, using the result from Pitt (1982), we get that
\ P 51 max
0 [ a [ [t1]
(U1(a)+C
m
j=1
V1jBj(a)2 < a1−x1 : X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x26
×P 51 max
0 [ a [ [t2]
(U2(a)+C
m
j=1
V2jBj(a)2 < a2−x2 : X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x26
=P(T1(a1)\ t1 |X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2) P(T2(a2)\ t2 |X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2)
(3.2)
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To prove our next theorem we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Fixing X1(0)=x1, X2(0)=x2,
I. Under the model (2.1), if (a) a1ja1a2ja2 \ 0, a1, a2=0, 1, 2, ..., j=1,
2, ..., (b) a1ja1a1ja2 \ 0, a1, a2=0, 1, ..., j=1, 2, ..., and (c) a2ja1a2ja2 \ 0, a1, a2=
0, 1, 2, ..., then Cov(f(X1(t1), ..., X1(tk), X2(s1), ..., X2(sa)), g(X1(t1), ...,
X1(tk), X2(s1), ..., X2(sa)) \ 0, for all t1, t2, ..., tk, s1, ..., sa > 0, and non-
decreasing functions f and g such that the covariance exists.
II. If (a) Vij(w1) Vij(w2) \ 0, for all w1, w2 \ 0, i=1, 2, j=1, ..., m
and (b) V1j(w1) V2j(w2) \ 0 for all w1, w2 > 0 and j=1, ..., m. Then,
Cov(f(X1(t1), ..., X1(tk), X2(s1), ..., X2(sa)),
g(X1(t1), ..., X1(tk), X2(s1), ..., X2(sa)) \ 0,
for all t1, t2, ..., tk, s1, ..., sa > 0, and non-decreasing functions f and g such
that the covariance exists.
Proof. The proof of of this lemma is similar to the proofs of Lemma 3
and Lemma 4 and therefore it is omitted.
Theorem 5.
I. Under the assumptions of part (I) of Lemma 5, T1(a1) and T2(a2)
are PQD,
II. Under the assumptions of part (II) of Lemma 5, T1(a1) and T2(a2)
are PQD.
Proof. We will prove the part (I). Similar arguments can be used to
prove the part (II).
For X1(0)=x1, and X2(0)=x2, then we need to show that
P 132
i=1
[Ti(ai) > tk]2 \ D2
i=1
P(Ti(ai) > ti).
Now,
P(T1(a1) > t1, T2(a2) > t2)=P(X1(1) < a1, ..., X1([t1]) < a1,
X2(1) < a2, ..., X2([t2]) < a2) \ P(X1(1) < a1, ..., X1[t1] < a1)
×P(X2(1) < a2, ..., X2([t2]) < a2)
=P(T1(a1) > t1) P(T2(a2) > t2)
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